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ABSTRACT
For studies of neuronal cell integration and neurite outgrowth in polymeric scaffold materials as a
future alternative for the treatment of damages in the neuronal system, we have developed a
protocol employing CARS microscopy for imaging of neuronal networks. The benefits of CARS
microscopy come here to their best use; (i) the overall three-dimensional (3D) arrangement of
multiple cells and their neurites can be visualized without the need for chemical preparations or
physical sectioning, potentially affecting the architecture of the soft, fragile scaffolds and (ii)
details on the interaction between single cells and scaffold fibrils can be investigated by close-up
images at sub-micron resolution. The establishment of biologically more relevant 3D neuronal
networks in a soft hydrogel composed of native Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM) components was
compared with conventional two-dimensional networks grown on a stiff substrate. Images of
cells in the hydrogel scaffold reveal significantly different networking characteristics compared
to the 2D networks, raising the question whether the functionality of neurons grown as layers in
conventional cultivation dishes represents that of neurons in the central and peripheral nervous
systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
Major efforts are presently made to develop polymeric scaffold materials for guided integration,
protective support and signal stimulation of neurons in order to treat damages in the central and
peripheral nervous systems causing e.g. vision-, hearing- and motor impairments. Development
of ideal scaffolds for nerve regeneration requires fundamental understanding for the impact of the
biochemistry and architecture of the substrate on cell adhesion, proliferation and neurite
extension. This requires insights into the mechanisms behind cell-substrate interactions at subcellular level, traditionally acquired by studies of two-dimensional (2D) cell cultures on the
material. Although 2D culture systems provide useful information about many biological
processes, there is an increasing awareness that the polar organization of cell-cell and cellscaffold contacts forms a synthetic cell line with altered metabolism, gene expression and
morphology [1]. For neurons the consequence is particular adverse since their core functionality signal transmission - turns abnormal as a result of the 2D restriction in neurite outgrowth
characterized by incomplete synapse formations [2] and distorted electrophysiological properties
[3, 4]. Thus, in order to get a more realistic picture of the interaction mechanisms between
neurons/neurites and polymeric components in scaffolds of different architectures and/or
macromolecular compositions, cells are preferably grown and studied as three-dimensional (3D)
neural networks.
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However, these soft, fragile and optically thick samples are challenging to investigate. The
scaffolds typically consist of hydrogels/networks of natural or synthetic hydrophilic polymers [5],
held together by fairly weak intermolecular crosslinks and co-arrangements with water
molecules. Cells adhere to the scaffold components through highly dynamic ligand-receptor
complexes [6] characterized by rupture forces per surface area in the nN/µm2 regime [7], making
the interactions quite sensitive to properties in the immediate surroundings. There is a
considerable risk that both the architecture of the scaffold and the cell adhesions to the material
are affected by the methods used for characterization, many of which involve chemical
treatments, dehydration, temperature variations and mechanical stress. Visual inspection of the
samples by conventional bright-field, polarization, phase contrast or differential interference
contrast microscopy belongs to the least harmful characterization techniques, however, they
provide limited lateral resolution (>1 µm) and no 3D information, making it impossible to resolve
deep-laying cells and neurites. Most other microscopy techniques necessitate contrast
enhancement and harsh sample preparation, making it questionable to which extent the
architecture of the scaffold and associated cell adhesions are being conserved and studied.
Electron microscopy requires the samples to be dehydrated and contrast is enhanced by metal
coating [8], most likely modifying the structure of the wet scaffold materials and excluding the
possibility to follow dynamic adhesion formation mechanisms in time and space. In addition, it
merely provides access to the most superficial layer, requiring physical sectioning in order to
examine the matrix interior, which in turn could introduce compression artifacts to the
architecture. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has been used with minor success as the tip sticks
to the wet scaffold materials [9]. Fluorescence microscopy requires the addition of a fluorescent
dye to the sample, frequently resulting in an inhomogeneous distribution of the fluorophore in
thicker scaffolds creating an aberrant picture of the distribution of cells and scaffold components.
Some fluorophores have even been reported to disrupt the fiber structure of biopolymer scaffolds
[10] and the limited photo-stability of most dyes excludes studies of time-dependent phenomena.
These limitations of current imaging techniques make the development of alternative approaches
for non-destructive, label-free 3D imaging of soft and millimeter-sized samples of highest interest
for the tissue engineering community. In this work, we show the strength of CARS microscopy
for label-free, minimally invasive imaging of the 3D arrangement of neuronal networks in a
hydrogel composed of native ECM components. Cell morphology and neurite outgrowth were
studied and compared with corresponding parameters observed for conventional 2D networks
grown on poly-lysin coated planar substrates. Detailed visual information on the arrangements of
cell bodies and neurites could be obtained by probing the CH-stretch vibration characteristic of
membrane lipids and protein filaments. Significantly different cell morphology and neurite
growth characteristics were observed depending on whether the cells were grown in 2D or 3D
environments.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. The microscope setup
The non-linear microscope used for CARS microscopy is composed of an inverted Nikon Eclipse
TE-2000 microscope equipped with a Nikon C1 scanning head and a pico-second pulsed laser
system. The laser source consists of a Nd:Vanadate pump laser (10 W, 7 ps, 76 MHz, Picotrain,
HighQ Lasers GmbH, Hohenems, Austria) and a ring-cavity optical parametric oscillator
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(Emerald OPO, APE GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Two beams are couple out from the pump laser;
at 1064 nm directly aligned into the microscope as well as at 532 nm seeding the OPO. The OPO
has in turn a variable output in the wavelength range 690-990 nm. Spatial overlap between the
1064 nm and the OPO beam is achieved by aligning them into a common optical path using
dichroic mirrors. A delay line for the OPO beam is employed for temporal overlap. The beams
are directed into the confocal microscope through a mirror scanning unit (Nikon C1) and focused
on the sample by an objective (Nikon Plan Fluor 40x/1.30 oil or TIRF 100x/1.45 oil). Signals are
detected in forward direction using a sensitive photomultiplier tube, PMT (PMC-100-1,
Hamamatsu, Japan) connected to a time-correlated single-photon counting unit (SPCM-830,
Becker&Hickl, Berlin, Germany). Bandpass filters are used to isolate the CARS signals and
suppress background light. In the present study the symmetric CH2 vibration at 2845 cm-1 was
probed by the combination of the fundamental (1064 nm) of the Nd:Vanadate laser (Stokes) and
the output of the OPO tuned to 817 nm (pump/probe beam).
2.2. Sample preparation and cell seeding
For growth of conventional 2D neural networks on planar substrates, petri dishes (Willco Wells,
the Netherlands) were pre-treated with 5µg/cm2 poly-D-lysin (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) for 5
min. The solution was discarded and the surfaces air dried for at least 1 h. For the preparation of
3D neural networks, petri dishes were covered with a 300 µm thick layer of Matrigel (VWR
International, Sweden), a solubilized basement membrane preparation extracted from the
Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm sarcoma. It contains extracellular matrix proteins, growth factors,
collagenases and other components found in the native ECM. The Matrigel was thawed overnight
on ice and was kept on ice until polymerization. The gel was mixed with cell culture medium 1:3
and transferred to the dishes. Thereafter, the dishes were placed in an incubator at 37°C for 30
min to allow polymerization of the gel.

Figure 1. A schematic of the experimental outline: 1. Matrigel preparation, 2. cell seeding, 3. CARS microscopy and
4. image analysis. The CARS microscope shown in 3. consists of a pump laser, an optical parametric oscillator
(OPO), and an inverted research microscope. The CARS signal is detected in the forward direction by a PMT
coupled to a time-correlated single-photon counting unit.

Primary rat neurons (Gibco, Life Technologies Europe, the Netherlands) were thawed and seeded
in Neurobasal medium (Gibco, Life Technologies Europe, the Netherlands) supplemented with
2% B27 supplement and 0.5 mM glutamine at a density of 1x105 cells/cm2 on both the 2D
substrate and the Matrigel scaffold. Samples were incubated at standard physical conditions at
37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 in air. Medium was changed every third day. For
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fixation, samples weere rinsed tw
wice with phhosphate buuffered saline (PBS), fixxed with icee-cold
methanoll/aceton at a ratio of 1:1 for 10 min. The fixationn solution was
w discardedd and the sam
mples
were rinssed twice witth PBS. All samples werre kept in PB
BS until meaasurements.
S AND DISC
CUSSION
3. RESULTS
3.1. CAR
RS spectrum
m of primaryy rat neuron
ns
In contraast to other cell
c categoriies, neurons contain minnimal amouunts of neutrral lipids, suuch as
triacylglyycerols, storred as lipidd droplets, leaving meembrane lippids as theeir primary lipid
constituent (77-86%)) [11]. The lack
l
of densee lipid stores in the cytooplasm of neeurons, whicch for
other celll types has been
b
provenn to be an im
mportant conntribution to the image contrast
c
in CARS
C
microscoopy in the CH-vibration
C
al region [12] and the fact that theey are embeedded in a matrix
m
consistingg of a densse gel of prroteins and water, motiivates a moore thoroughh analysis of
o the
contrast mechanisms
m
s in the CAR
RS images of neurons in Matrigel. Hence, a spectral
s
seriies of
CARS im
mages over the
t high-frequency CH--vibration raange was coollected (Figg. 2) to deterrmine
the resonnant contribu
utions.
A

B

C

D

Figure 2. CARS
C
spectra (A) evaluatedd from a seriess of CARS images on primaary neurons in a Matrigel scaffold,
CARS imagess at (B)
collected while
w
tuning vib
brations in the CH vibrationaal region (27000-3000 cm-1). Corresponding
C
-11
~2700 cm (non-resonan
nt background) as well as at the
t (C) symmeetric (2845 cm-1
) and (D) asyymmetric (28800 cm-1)
CH2 vibrations are shown
n for comparison. Cell bodiees and larger neeurites show best contrast rellative the Matrrigel at
2845 cm-1, while the smaller neurites inn the neurite groowth cones aree easier to distiinguish at 28800 cm-1.

The CAR
RS spectrum
m reveals that the neuronns generate a broad resoonant signal in the vibrattional
range 28440-2900 cm-1
, includingg the symmettric and asym
mmetric CH
H2 vibrations at 2845 cm-1
and
2880 cm-1
, characterristic for lipiids due to thheir long accyl-chains. Itt is a factor of ~1.4 stroonger
than the non-resonaant backgrouund, evaluaated at 26755-2725 cm-11, which prrovides suffficient
fo imaging; compare Figs. 2B (non-resonant background)
b
) and 2C (C
CARS
moleculaar contrast for
-1
image at the 2845 cm
m resonancce). Interestinngly, in conntrast to CAR
RS spectra collected
c
on other
cell categgories with a lipid pool primarily
p
coonsisting of triacylglycer
t
rols [12], thee most prom
minent
-1
-1
vibration occurs at ~2880
~
cm rather thann at 2845 cm . This iss characterisstic for the most
prominennt lipids fo
ound in neeurons andd brain tisssue (contaiining minim
mal amountts of
triacylglyycerols) such
h as phosphaatidylcholinee, sphingom
myelin, ganglliosides, andd cholesterol [13].
This is further
fu
confirrmed by a distinct
d
vibrration observved at ~2960 cm-1, charracteristic foor the
asymmetrric CH3 vib
bration of thhe choline head
h
group in
i phosphatiidylcholine [14]. The CARS
C
spectrum
m of the neuro
on is in Fig. 2A compared with that of the Matrrigel, in ordeer to evaluatee best
image contrast. The CARS
C
spectrrum of Matrrigel exhibitss a spectral shape
s
whichh can be attribbuted
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to the low
w-frequency
y flank of thhe OH vibraation [15] due
d to the high
h
water content. From
m the
spectrum
m we conclud
de that best image
i
contraast for neuroons in a backkground of Matrigel
M
seem
ms to
be at ~22850 cm-1 despite
d
the stronger
s
CA
ARS signal at ~2880 cm
c -1, see im
mage in Figg. 2C.
Howeverr, smaller neeurits with less lipid conntent (15% dry weight relative to 35%
3
in the soma
[11]) mayy become eaasier to distiinguish at 28880 cm-1, beenefiting from
m the strongger CARS siignal,
see Fig. 2D.
2
3.2. Morrphology of neurons on 2D vs. 3D surface
s
Neurons are clearly visible
v
on booth 2D controol surfaces and
a Matrigell by probing the CH-vibrration
-1
at 2845 cm
c , see Fig
g. 3. This moolecular conntrast togetheer with the optical
o
sectiooning capabilities
of CARS
S microscopy
y, give valuuable three-ddimensional informationn, from whicch morpholoogical
differences can be deetermined. Thhe arrangem
ment and morrphology of neurons groown on a 2D glass
d
consideerably from that of cellss on a 3D geel, as illustraated in the voolume rendeerings
surface differ
in Figs. 3A
3 and 3B. Cells
C
grown on the surfaace of a petrii dish readilyy adhere andd develop neuurites
already after
a
one daay, though they
t
displayy a syntheticc, flat, bipoolar morphollogy with laarger,
discrete contact
c
areass merely on the ventral side of the cells towardd the supporrting surfacee. The
interactioon with otheer cells and neurite outtgrowth is limited to thhe plane, thuus, cells aree less
stimulateed and develo
op few (~2) neurites perr cell.

Figure 3. CARS
C
microsco
opy images off cells grown onn glass and Maatrigel. 3D imaages reconstruccted from z-staacks of
CARS microscopy imagees (A and B). Im
mages C and D show sectionns taken at diffeerent depth illuustrating the different
s
(C) andd on 3D surfacce (D).
morphologgical characteristics of cells grrown on a 2D surface

The deveelopment of neurites for cells grownn on Matrigeel takes in geeneral somew
what longer time,
2-4 days.. However, the
t cells shoow a native phenotype
p
a grow likke a three-dim
and
mensional cluster
with an extensive
e
neetwork of neeurites (>4 per
p cell) connnecting cellls located inn different pllanes.
For claritty, the differrent image planes
p
of thee volume reendering are shown in Figs.
F
3C andd D at
corresponnding depthss. While cellls in the petrri dish sample merely shhow up at deepths 1 and 5 µm,
completee integration into the fulll depth of thhe Matrigel is
i observed. The averagee thickness of
o the
cell layerr on the pettri dish surffaces was appproximatelyy 8 µm, corrresponding to a monollayer,
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whereas the integration depth of cells grown on the Matrigel was 20-40 µm after four days of
growth. Thus, cells cultured in this 3D environment represent better the in vivo cellular behavior
compared to cells cultured as a monolayer. Cells well-adapted to 3D growth are crucial for
successful neuronal transplantation, as shown in several animal studies [16, 17]. Neurons pregrown as a monolayer or immediately injected as a cell suspension (standard procedure) do not
seem adapt to 3D cell growth fast enough in the host tissue, i.e. within the critical period of four
days after transplantation reported for e.g. dopamine neurons [18]. Merely 5-20% of the neurons
survive after grafting [19] as a result of lack or loss of extracellular matrix attachment, which
immediately triggers apoptosis [20]. The development of a 3D scaffold for neuronal cell growth
and support in the crucial initial host integration phase could bring significant improvements in
survival rate, necessary for neuronal transplantation to become a meaningful therapy.
3.3. Imaging of neurites
In order to form an understanding for how neurons interact with different scaffold materials, it is
important to be able to visualize these mechanisms not only at cellular level but also for the
neurites. Hence, it is encouraging to note the great detail with which neurites protruding from the
cell bodies can be visualized by CARS microscopy (Figs. 4A and 4C). Fine features in neurite
morphology of sub-micron size can be resolved, as seen in the corresponding close-up images in
Figs. 4B and D, where neurite growth cones and even dendritic spines are visible. Dendritic
spines are sites of information processing and storage and where most excitatory synapses in the
mammalian brain are formed [21], and the ability to visualize such functionally important
subunits, see Fig. 4D (arrow), opens up for interesting future studies. The growth cone has a
broad sheet-like extension containing protrusions with which the distal end of the neurite adheres
to a substrate and explores the surrounding environment [22]. This is a process that has mainly
been studied in monolayer cultures on 2D surface [23, 24]. In order to gain deeper insight into
how the mechanisms are in vivo, it is important to study these phenomena in a system that closer
resembles the native environment of the cells such as 3D culture systems.

Figure 4. CARS images of neurons and neurites grown for four days on Matrigel. (A) A collection of neurons with
neurites protruding from the cell bodies. Neurites highlighted in the square in the lower part of the image, are shown
in the close-up image in (B). The growth cone of a neurite (arrow) can here be distinguished. More peripheral
neurites with extensive branching can be observed in (C). A close up of the neurites in the squared area is displayed
in (D), showing a dendritic spine (arrowhead) and a synapse (arrow). Images are an overlay of several images from a
z-stack.
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3.4. Neurite growth in 2D and 3D surface
In order to investigate differences in neurite growth patterns on a 2D surface and within a 3D
matrix, the neurites of rat primary neurons grown in 2D and 3D were traced in CARS volume
images, the result of which is shown in Fig. 5.
Neurites from cells grown on 2D surfaces can merely be observed in the same plane as the cell
body, spanning a limited depth of 9 µm, as shown in the volume rendering in Fig. 5A. The depth
color coded image in Fig. 5B displays all neurites in magenta, corresponding to the plane
immediately at the surface of the petri dish. Thus, the neurites seem to attach to and align along
the supporting surface. The architecture of neurites of cells growing in Matrigel, is significantly
different as exemplified in the volume renderings in Figs. 5D-E (different viewpoints). An
extensive 3D network of neurites can be observed with longer and more branched neurites,
allowing for better connectivity. The average length of the neurites in the Matrigel is estimated to
34 µm and the longest traced neurite is 80 µm in length. It can be concluded that not only the
cells but also the neurites integrate deep into the matrix. This is further confirmed by the depth
color coded image in Fig. 5C, displaying several neurites in magenta corresponding to a depth of
42 µm.

Figure 5. Neurite traces (highlighted in magenta) extracted from CARS microscopy images of rat primary neurons
grown on a 2D surface and a 3D hydrogel (Matrigel), respectively. (A-B) Cells grown on a 2D surface and (C-F) a
3D Matrigel matrix. Volume views (A, D-F) are reconstructed from z-stacks of CARS microscopy images. (D-F)
show neurite traces in a Matrigel scaffold viewed from different angles: side view, from below and from above. (B)
and (C) show depth color coded images from z-stack of cells grown on a 2D surface and the Matrigel, respectively,
where the different colors represent different depths within the image.

CONCLUSIONS
This work suggests that non-linear microscopy has a strong potential to serve as an important
instrument in the investigation of neuronal cell growth and development in biopolymeric
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scaffolds for the evaluation of the cell interaction mechanisms with the scaffold materials and the
development of novel scaffold materials optimized for the establishment of 3D neural networks
and implants.
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